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This book is for you only if you gamble to make money. If your idea of "fun" and "entertainment"

includes giving away your hard-earned money to casinos, I can't help you. If you enjoy sitting in a

mindless, bright lights/dinging trance while you drop quarters down a slot, this book is not for you. If

you think casinos are built and run by stupid people, you better stay out of them. If you think you can

beat a blackjack dealer by wild-assed guessing, think again. If you play poker just because it's now

so popular...you don't need my book. If you believe you can just happen to be "lucky" enough to

beat the odds, you live in a fantasy world and you'd hate this book for destroying your illusions. But

if you're hard-headed, serious, willing to work, and tired of the mainstream gambling books that

simply teach you how to lose less rather than win... If you understand casinos don't stay in business

by giving out more money than they take in... This is an extensive examination of the most popular

forms of gambling. If you can find any positive expectation bets, and how. Some of the material is

controversial. Some of it is unique. It's not for beginners. If you don't already know how to play

blackjack or craps, buy and read the basic books first. This one assumes you know and understand

the rules of play. If you have emotional or psychological issues around money - my strong advice is,

don't gamble. If you want to believe casinos are playgrounds built for your amusement, this is not

the book for you. I use statistical concepts and common sense to strip away the bright lights and

glamor to reveal the mathematical realities of gambling. Try out Gambling for Winners now.
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This book fascinated me, even though I'm not exactly a gambler.Put me in a casino and I'm dazzled



by all the pretty, flashing lights and the bells ringing in various parts of the room. Likewise, I go to

Las Vegas to see the pirate show at the Treasure Island, and watch the volcano erupt outside the

Mirage. A "big gamble" for me is a $10 cup of nickels, spent one-by-one at the slot machines. I don't

have any illusions of winning, or even breaking even.However... I'm fascinated by the mathematics

and mechanics of gambling. It's a geek thing. So, this book was a page-turner for me.I really liked

learning how much I'd have to have in my wallet to have any expectations of profits, and different

strategies to achieve that.Even better, this book showed me gambling from an entirely different

perspective: The money and power behind the casinos, and the odds in their favor. As the author

says, "you better understand that when you're gambling in a casino there's another bankroll

involved -- the one you're playing against."This book goes far beyond snake-oil "systems" and

shows you exactly how to treat gambling like a business... and have a chance of winning. Oh, it

sounds to me like you'd need ice water in your veins, and the only "fun" in gambling is very cold &

analytical... and entirely about winning. (Forget the floor show and the free drinks.)However, if you

have the willpower & determination to win while gambling (while avoiding the pitfalls that seem to

suck nearly everyone in), this is the book you need.In nearly 200 pages, you'll learn what works and

what doesn't, game by game. Every technical detail is explained.
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